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Financial Innovations Labs
Financial Innovations Labs bring together researchers, policymakers, and business, financial, and
professional practitioners to create market-based solutions to business and public policy challenges. Using
real and simulated case studies, participants consider and design alternative capital structures, and apply
appropriate financial technologies to them to tackle funding gaps for economic development.
The Lab was carried out under a joint venture between the Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research and the
Jerusalem Development Authority, with the support of the Ministry of Jerusalem Affairs.

About the Milken Innovation Center
The Milken Innovation Center at the Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research focuses on developing marketbased solutions to Israel’s greatest challenges as it transitions from a startup nation to a global nation.
Through the Fellows program, we train young professionals in creating pragmatic financing and economic
policy solutions, and then deploy them as resources to government ministries, nonprofits, and other key
organizations in Israel and developing economies. Our applied research and Financial Innovations Labs
serve as a launching pad for transformative change, using innovative financing mechanisms, programs, and
policies to bridge social, regional, economic, and technological and productivity gaps within Israel and
between Israel and the world. Our goal is to accelerate economic growth, build human capital, and cement
Israel’s role as a pioneer in addressing global challenges in water, food, education, health, and energy with
solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
In a word, Jerusalem is unique. It is at once a world-class brand, a paradox of every type, and the
obsession of about one-quarter of the people on the planet. It is also a city – a home to some 850
thousand people. And,
Jerusalem is structurally
insolvent.

Figure 1 Disparities in property taxes per capita among
major cities

Jerusalem receives special
supplemental grants each
year to cover its operating
deficits. These amounts
have grown steadily over
the years from NIS 211
million in 2013 to NIS 882
million in 2021 to cover its
operating deficit.1 In the
simplest terms, in 2021, this
is 17.6 percent operating
deficit, up from 10% in
2016 and 5 percent in 2012. This gap is growing. The Jerusalem budget reveals that the functional
operating deficit needed to fund the full range of city services is larger still. On its face, such a growing
deficit reveals a structural problem. In this context, there is not enough money to pay the current bills,
much less to take care of long-term needs and obligations such as infrastructure spending, pension
obligations, and other legacy costs. And the problem is getting worse.
With about one-third of the Jerusalem’s population at or below the national poverty level (compared to
one-fifth nationally, and just over one-tenth in Tel Aviv) and the high concentration of land use in
government and non-profit activities, total property tax exemptions and reductions more than double that
of Tel Aviv and Haifa – in 2016, foregone property tax revenue totaled NIS 670 million, equal to 20% of the
potential income from all taxable real estate in the City. Jerusalem businesses and residents who do pay
property tax are burdened with rates at almost twice the amount per square meter than in other cities.
However, because of these factors, as well the lowest density of businesses among major cities in Israel,
total property tax collection per capita is significantly lower than that of other major cities in the country
(see chart). All in all, per capita municipal expenditures in Jerusalem are about half the per capita
expenditures in other major cities in Israel. Jerusalem is like an employee who works double shifts for half
the salary.
And each year, the City reaches out to the Government to help it settle its budget woes. At the same time,
city has embarked on the difficult but essential path of promoting, leveraging, strengthening, and building
the city out of this persistent deficit.
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The plan is a robust effort to leverage the region’s strengths, attract private investment, and increase the
tax base sufficiently to overcome the budget deficit. The joint investment of private capital, government,
and philanthropy of NIS 1.85 billion over the next decade, along with the corresponding improvements in
transportation and access within the city and with other cities on the coast, and the rehabilitation of
neighborhoods, will spur economic growth in Jerusalem valued at NIS 4.15 billion.
The influx of municipal revenue from new housing, new commercial activities, and new offices, and even
new residents, even while adjusted for escalated costs of municipal operations over this period, is expected
to eventually yield a viable operating margin to support the city’s growth and strengthen its financial
condition. Yet Jerusalem must think strategically to leverage this economic growth and ensure a sustainable
future for the city. Investments in tourism infrastructure and conference centers will increase the total
number of overnight stays and employees in the sector, and this value can be captured through an
incremental tourist tax or special tourism districts. The development project at the entrance to the city,
together with strategic investment in high-growth industry through the 2020 plan, will lead to thousands of
new jobs and over a million square meters of newly available office space. Here too, incentives must be
structured so that Jerusalem is both attractive to business and has enough capital in its municipal coffers to
expand local and regional development.
But the fiscal deficit is rising rapidly, and Jerusalem needs an influx of funds in the short-term. How can it
achieve this fiscal balance when the new cash flow will be gradual over a long period of time and the amount
needed to get there is so large? The answer is to borrow against the incremental annual cash flow to pay
for the needed investments in the city that will make these new sources of revenue possible. This is a familiar
fiscal strategy for cities around the world – New York (1975-1980), London, Chicago (1985-1995), Boston
(1990-2010), Paris (1988-1995), Cleveland (1985-1995). The Government can enable this new fiscal vision
for Jerusalem by creating financial tools that create opportunities for investors that understand the longterm benefits of a city in fiscal balance, find ways to save operating expenses, initiate new strategies to
create valuable assets, and design and implement the financing and development tools that will work in
Jerusalem.
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CONTEXT AND PERSPECTIVE
Financially, Jerusalem is structurally insolvent. This means that its expenses are larger than its revenues
and the situation is projected to get worse. There are many reasons for this insolvency, including the
growth and density of its population and needed services, the economic conditions and employment of its
workforce, and the limited business and commercial development on its land.

Financial Drivers and Fiscal Challenges
While the city has a structural deficit, the root of the problem is in the basic balancing act all municipalities
must do in Israel – between commercial and residential development, between developed and open
space, and among various demographic groups who need public services (transit, roads, parking, parks,
schools, etc.)

Business v. Residential Imbalance
A key factor is the balance is between businesses and residents and the taxes each of those sectors pay to
local government. The “net” tax each of these sectors pay to the city is the difference between the direct
costs and revenues for each sector. For example, for business uses, the direct expenses to the city are
utilities, sanitation and maintenance uses. Many of these expenses are borne separately for business or
covered by separate fees, however, further reducing the expenses by the city. In contrast, for residential
users, the expenses for the city are sanitation and utilities. However, to these expenses are added public
schools, daycares, synagogues, welfare, and other resident-driven uses.
As a result, real estate taxes for business properties are net positive and net negative for residential uses.
In Jerusalem, the tax revenues for these business uses cover the expenses by a ratio of 5:1. The tax
revenue for residential uses cover the expenses by a ratio of .25:1, according to Avner Saadon, the City’s
Director of Policy and of Strategic Planning, in his description of the “bug” in the Israeli municipal finance
system.

“In Tel Aviv, there

Residential Concentration

is one job per

From 1972 through 2016, the share of Israel’s population living in Jerusalem was

resident, in

stable at about 10%. For Israel’s other largest cities, the share of residential

Jerusalem there

population dropped in half - from 11.6% to 5.1% in Tel Aviv and from 6.8% to 3.2% in

are three

Haifa.

residents per job.”

Workforce
The share of Israel’s workforce in Jerusalem, however, dropped from 10% to 9% over

Avner Saadon

this period. This drop reflects the rise in population, but not an increase in jobs.
Indeed, the Jobs per Population ratio in Jerusalem stands at .37 jobs per resident. Tel Aviv’s ratio of jobs
per population is almost 3 times that of Jerusalem (.96 jobs per resident in Tel Aviv).2 Avner Saadon
emphasized this point. “In Tel Aviv, there is one job per resident, in Jerusalem there are 3 residents per
job.” This concentration of workers is an indicator of a high concentration of commercial properties which
leads to the imbalance described above.

Dependent Population
Jerusalem has a younger population than Israel’s other large cities. This results in a higher dependency
ratio (the ratio of young (age 0-19) and seniors (age 65+) to the working population (age 20-64). For every
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person in the working age (ages 20-64), there is one or more youth or seniors. The local tax system gives
discounts to residents who are dependent themselves (seniors) or have dependents (youth).

Land Productivity
In 2017, McKinsey analyzed the relationship between non-residential land uses (in square meters) and the
population. At only 4.4 square meters of non-residential land uses per capita, the study found the national
average at 13.6 square meters of non-residential, or 3.1 times the level of Jerusalem. For the leading 15
municipalities in Israel, known as the Forum 15, non-residential uses of 15.1 square meters were 3.4 times
the level of Jerusalem. Translating these levels into municipal income, the national average of NIS 2,316
per capita of non-residential tax revenues is 3 times the level in Jerusalem at NIS 875, and over 3 times the
level in the Forum 15 municipalities (NIS 2,579). This is the case even with Jerusalem charging the highest
real estate tax levels for non-residential uses.3

Demographics
Looking closely at Jerusalem’s demographics, Lab participants reported that the demographics are a
challenge for economic development. The population is the largest, youngest, and poorest in Israel. Also,
as a city with almost one-third of its population located in East Jerusalem and not full, voting citizens in
National elections, it is polarized politically. Jerusalem’s population is 38 percent Arab, 21 percent ultraOrthodox, and 41 percent other Jews. Related to this demographic composition of Arabs and ultrareligious Jews, Jerusalem has one of the youngest populations.

Concentration of Commercial Space
Jerusalem has little commercial space. And what there is, is spread thinly out across the city.4
Paradoxically, the central business district along the Jaffa Corridor has high, but not the highest
concentrations of commercial space. And, again against expectation, it does not generate the highest
concentrations of real estate taxes. This lack of concentration limits its impact and potential to create high
value and income for the municipality.

Development Capacity
There are substantial plans for additional commercial and business space in Jerusalem. In fact, over twothirds of the commercial capacity in the City’s master plan for development has not yet been realized as of
2016.
With over 9.8 million square meters in development in the plans, the city has substantial plans for
additional development (6.7 million square meters),5 provided there is market for the space, developers
who are willing to invest and carryout the projects and financing available.

Legacy Zoning
The City’s zoning in its core is still governed by restrictions imposed during Ottoman rule (prior to 1917).
In the city’s core areas, 30 percent of the commercial tenants are classified as “restricted tenants.” These
tenants have rent caps and protection from eviction. Developers struggle to offer sufficient compensation
to encourage tenants to leave. And these tenants have little incentive to vacate or renovate their stores.6

Tax Exemptions
The municipality grants tax exemptions to special populations, including youth and seniors. In addition,
the municipality gives tax exemptions to government and not- for-profit institutions. These exemptions
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occur at a higher rate than any other municipality in Israel. These exemptions amount to NIS 602 million,
or approximately 26 percent of the total real estate taxes due to municipal budget. Also, with the growth
of the population, these exemptions grow at an annual rate of NIS 25 million.

Population Core and Concentration
The municipality of Jerusalem is the center of a broad, complicated geopolitical region,7 composed of over
295,000 dunams (295 square kilometers) and 2.4 million people. The population includes the municipal
core (882,700 at 37 percent), Jewish communities to the west (193,200 or 8%), Jewish settlements in the
West Bank (178,100 at 8 percent), and Arab populations in Jerusalem, Ramallah, Bethlehem (1,100,000 at
47 percent). While many of these areas in the region are close, they often have controlled, limited, or no
access in many cases. These restricted communities comprise over 46 percent of the total region, severely
limiting natural markets for labor and commercial activities.
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Figure 2 Jerusalem regional map

Sources: Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research, Israel Central Bureau of Statistics, Palestinian Central
Bureau of Statistics (2016)

Commercial Core
Within the core of the region, we have approximately 10 million square meters of commercial and
industrial areas.8 An estimated 3.2 million or 32 percent are located within the municipality. The
remaining 6.9 million square meters are located through the greater region, largely because of available,
undeveloped, and accessible land. This concentration of the commercial areas outside of the municipality
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creates a mismatch between population (workers) and jobs and, as the population continues to rise with a
dramatic rise in commercial space, the mismatch worsens.
These financial drivers and conditions create clear development challenges and opportunities that must be
overcome and leveraged.

Development Challenges and Opportunities
The challenges and opportunities Jerusalem faces form the basis of both strategy and tactics in moving
forward.

Challenges
The context for discussion about financial drivers and challenges in the Lab are based on a series of
development conditions that tie population, geography, geopolitics, and socioeconomics of large sectors
of Jerusalem’s population. While not exhaustive, the following challenges touch on several of these issues.
One of the results from these fiscal conditions is the challenges for local and regional economic
development - the relative attractiveness of Jerusalem as a place to do business. With the structural
challenges facing Jerusalem, and the resulting moderate service levels and poor physical conditions in
many areas, it is difficult to attract employers (non-residential land users) to overcome these structure
imbalances. That is, the less commercial activity, the less funds available to invest in the city, and so on.
Lab participants pointed out that it has become a vicious circle.
Jerusalem has low incomes across a wide cross section of its populations, including Ultra-religious
(Haredim) with single incomes and Arab residents with high levels of unemployment. Despite Jerusalem
having the largest population of any city in the country, these low incomes translate into less buying power
– and less investment by business attracted to local buying power.
The Jerusalem region has a unique challenge with its borders and many of the disjointed concentrations of
residents. With a barrier wall separating the core of Jerusalem to its natural markets (those areas in the
region beyond the barriers) and restricts on mobility and access for many of the residents, Jerusalem has
the disadvantages from severe limitations on both its labor force and sales through the region. Aggregate
demand is the major driver in development, and without it, Jerusalem is handicapped.
With over one-third of Jerusalem’s population in the Arab sectors, and half of Jerusalem’s population in
the ultra-religious sectors, Jerusalem’s workforce is low skill, limited in language, and faces many cultural
barriers in the Israeli and global market.

Opportunities
In the discussion about the context for Jerusalem’s financial condition and the path forward, Lab
participants point out several opportunities that can leverage new growth, new investment, and new
revenues.
Jerusalem is in the rarest class of cities on the Globe. The name itself stirs attention and attraction and
emotion. Indeed, one Lab participant suggested copyrighting the name itself as a source of income. In any
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case, this global identity is priceless, but it can be leveraged to create economic opportunities in branding,
virtual tourism, and attracting investment.
Jerusalem has a vital creative class. In 2015, Richard Florida, author of The Rise of the Creative Class,
documented Jerusalem creative assets and the creativity of its population in literature, performance, and
visual arts.9 The strategy must deploy and leverage these creative assets for growth and development.
At the same time, Jerusalem is home to three major religions, with all their history and heritage and
legacy. These assets form one of the highest concentrations of historic sites, religious attractions, hiking
trails, and learning opportunities – all economic drivers for new investment.
And finally, Jerusalem is home to the nation’s leading hospitals and health centers, including world-class
medical education and research facilities.10 Ranked among the best in the world, universities, colleges,
and technical training centers for a cluster of expertise and an attraction to the best students and
practitioners.
Many of these challenges and opportunities contradict each other – a city with explosive growth, but
financial decline; a city with the deepest heritage and tradition, but cutting-edge creative arts; a city that is
barely affordable, but with neighborhoods of high wealth and higher property values; and a city with a
vibrant mix of populations, religions, and traditions, but with barriers, walls, and limited access to its own
natural markets. The strategic challenge is clear.
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BEST PRACTICES
Based on the experiences of Lab participants, we gathered best practices ideas about how to raise new
revenues and lower costs. We also identified strategies that are deployed in municipalities to grow their
economic base, and the financial tools that are needed to accomplish these strategies.

Municipal Approaches
Lab participants discussed the “types” of municipalities in terms of their characteristics and how handle
financial matters in the short and long terms. These approaches are helpful in terms of describing the
situation, and how they will engage in solutions.
We find that there are two basic financial conditions for a
local government, according to the Government Finance
Officers Association.11 The first financial position is “crisis

Selected examples of municipalities in
financial distress and turnarounds

management,” which means that the local government runs

New York and Cleveland (financial

from one fiscal crisis to the next and is not able to move

controls and oversight by state and

beyond the next crisis. It does not have the resources needed

federal government allow cities to

to invest and grow. The second position is “budget and

restructure and grow economic base to

management.” This position means that the local

solvency).

government is in a constrained budget situation and must
manage and trade between programs and projects. It has
barely enough resources to cover mandated activities, so it
has a limited ability to invest in its future. We add a third
position, “growth and development,” which means that a

City of Philadelphia (successful
legislation and state and local
cooperation avoid insolvency and
rebuild city to structural balance).

local government is strategically investing in projects and

Orange County, California (creative

programs and will build on sound budgeting and effective

financing to solve tax revenue shortfalls

management to improve its financial conditions.

– all statutory lien bond debt paid in full

Over the last decade, financially, Jerusalem has moved from

with a delay during bankruptcy).

crisis into a budget and management posture. Throughout
this transition, Jerusalem has been forced to respond to crises from moment to moment, react to needs
and conditions instead of anticipating them, defend its positions, and sometimes retreat from financial
threats. In this posture, Jerusalem can only maintain spending levels at best (in keeping up with rising
expenses), settle the budget with a structural deficit, request support from outside sources, such as the
Government, to fill its operating gap. As a result, the municipality faces recurring structural deficits in its
regular budgets and lacks any significant municipal borrowing capacity. The services in these conditions
are diminishing both in scope and quality. And Jerusalem’s economic prospects have been limited, with a
structural decline in its tax base and loss of productive (for taxes) assets. In these conditions, the
Government has no choice but fiscal oversight and gap funding, as it has done over the last 10 years,
falling financially farther and farther behind.
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Figure 3 Jerusalem revenues and expenses (current conditions)
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Source: Jerusalem Municipality, Milken Innovation Center, 2019.
While the Municipality of Jerusalem is facing challenging questions about its financial future, it is not alone
among cities and local authorities in Israel (and elsewhere). Local governments are often confronted with
structural financial issues and must address them systematically, categorically, and strategically.
However, financially, Jerusalem can take the posture of promoting, leveraging, building, and strengthen its
assets, and create new value based on strategic planning, leveraging value through financing, and
capturing increase in value from development. The municipality’s fiscal position can be that revenues
must eventually exceed expenses, leading to a breakeven fiscal condition or better. And sustainable
municipal services will be provided by the municipality at high quality with the goal of preserving and
strengthening the municipality’s assets. As it looks to the future, the municipal can manage regional
balance and sustained growth, building partnerships and regional opportunities for its residents. To do all
of this, the municipality must create the necessary financial infrastructures needed to deploy financial
tools to support and manage growth, including access to long-term, affordable credit to support
development and municipal projects, financial reserves to ensure municipal creditworthiness, innovative
initiatives in operations and management systems.
We describe here the “sustainable growth” model which is how the Lab participants described the
aspiration for the Municipality of Jerusalem.
The municipality takes the posture of promoting, leveraging, building, and strengthen its assets. The role
of the municipality is to create new value based on strategic planning, leveraging value through financing,
and capturing increase in value from development. The municipality’s fiscal position is that revenues must
eventually exceed expenses, leading to a breakeven fiscal condition or better. Services provided by the
municipality must be sustainable and high quality with the goal of preserving and strengthening the
municipality’s assets. As it looks to the future, the municipal must manage regional balance and sustained
growth, building partnerships and regional opportunities for its residents. To do all of this, the
municipality must create the necessary financial infrastructures needed to deploy financial tools to support
and manage growth, including access to long-term, affordable credit to support development and
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municipal projects, financial reserves to ensure municipal creditworthiness, innovative initiatives in
operations and management systems.
Avner Saadon, the Director of the Jerusalem’s Department of Policy and Strategic Planning described the
core challenge facing the city. He explained that while the city’s economic development strategy is based
on strengthening clusters of competitive excellence in (tourism, biomed/health, education, and new
media), the fastest growth sector in Jerusalem is the growth in population (and housing). However, he
explained that the “bug” in the system is that while municipalities have net revenues from business
investment, they have net losses from residents. Therefore, among the strategies and solutions to be
considered, the municipality must focus on new mechanisms that capture the direct and indirect financial
gains from the growth in residents, and that leverages that growth to strengthen business investment.
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Development Strategies
Jerusalem’s development strategy is optimally a mix of approaches, programs, and tools. Based on
discussion in the Lab, there are five essential elements. Each of these elements addresses one or more of
the key strengths of the region and leverages these
strengths to create more value for the city. These
approaches including innovation districts to build high
impact districts, physically compact, mixed use areas, that
create intensive opportunities for innovation and
development, transit-oriented development to leverage the
world-class infrastructure now under construction in the
city, business improvement district development to
strengthen the core commercial areas throughout the city,
tourism asset district development to strengthen and
promote Jerusalem as a destination for international
tourists, and regional partnerships to build stronger
economic development working cooperation with other
municipalities and regional authorities in the region.

Innovation Districts
In 2014, the Brookings Institution documented high impact districts, physically compact, mixed-use areas,
that create intensive opportunities for innovation and development in their research.12
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify area with key, anchor assets to leverage (e.g. university, hospital, and business
concentrations)
Prepare infrastructure and development plans needed within the district, including incubators,
accelerators, laboratories, and workspaces
Create consensus within district for development plan among stakeholders
Present and secure agreement for development plans with government bodies
Secure financing and funding to implement infrastructure and development plans
Implement investment in infrastructure and development to build innovation district
Create networks, associations, and linkages among assets with the district to create new
economic activity
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The benefits from Innovation Districts
are that they create and leverage higher
value among assets by focusing
investment and results and, as a result,
they attract new investment, new
economic activity, and create even
higher values as a district. Like
sustainable cities, Innovation Districts
are greater than the sum of their parts.
In 2019, the Brookings Institute did not
select Jerusalem, but rather selected
Beer Sheva as the location of its
demonstration of the Innovation District concept in Israel. However, Jerusalem has an opportunity to
create several Innovation District on its own. These include traditional districts with science and
technology as its core and one with culture, history, and heritage as its core:
1. Givat Ram Science and Development Campus with the Hebrew University Science Campus as its
core and the surrounding communities of as supportive assets.
2. Health and Medicine Innovation Districts could be the Ein Kerem Medical District, with the Ein
Kerem Hadassah Hospital as its anchor, and the surrounding communities on the west side, from
Kiryat Yovel to Har Lavan as supporting assets. Alternatively, this district could include the Mount
Scopus campus, including Hadassah Medical Center and Hebrew University campus and
surrounding areas.
3. Cultural and Heritage Innovation District, an agglomeration of world-class activities in the city’s
creative core – the stretch from Jaffa Street to the Old City, including artists in residence,
performing arts centers, and many cultural assets that already act as a regional development
anchor and which could be strengthened and leveraged.

Transit-oriented Development
Transit-oriented development financing includes special assessment on value created by high value
transportation centers (City entrance, Givat Ram, Talpiot, etc.). This strategy recognizes the value created at
transit stops for residential, commercial, and office development and leverages this value.
The method of TOD financing includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish benefit rings (area surrounding transit stop)
Set benefit assessments within each ring (closer to the transit stop yield higher assessments)
Adjust zoning/land use within each benefit zone
Solicit and review development plans for each zone AFTER agreement with benefit assessment
Secure development partners for projects within each benefit zone
Estimate the new revenues
Collect new revenues from developments in benefit zones

Benefits include:
• Leverages increase in surrounding development value from transit improvement
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•

New value may be used for capitalized costs of the public improvements or ongoing direct and indirect
operating costs of the municipality.

Business Improvement Districts
The goal of the business is to strengthen existing business districts, including small businesses and
residential development with necessary services such as marketing, clear signage, and cleaning, marketing,
and management.
The process of BIDs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Recognize discrete business districts through city, concentrations of localized office/service and
commercial activities surrounded by residential areas
Identify sectors, services and market areas for each district, including a database of all businesses and
conditions of the business
Assess what sectors and services are missing from business district
Identify stakeholders within each district and develop consensus about plans to strengthen business
district.
Develop business districts development plans, including public space improvements, signage and
storefront development, operations and marketing development, recruitment, and business financing.
Secure funding (through business improvement districts financing)
Implement business district development plans

The benefits from using BIDs include:
•
•

•

Increase the value of business districts
Increase the business activity and strength of businesses, and attractiveness of business districts for
customers and other businesses
Improve the quality of services and activities with business districts

Tourism Asset District
One of the key economic drivers in the region is
Jerusalem itself. As the birthplace, home, or historic
center of Judaism, Islam and Christianity, it is the focal
point for about 2.5 billion inhabitants on the Globe. This
is a huge market, and it creates an opportunity, if
cultivated and leveraged. This suggests a strategy to
create a large-scale tourism district to leverage city assets
and create destination and value.
The goal of Jerusalem as the center of a tourism asset
district is to create a sustainable source of capital to support heritage investments and operations, to leverage
existing resources to expand the pool of capital for projects, and to leverage the new direct and indirect values
created by investments in heritage assets.
The Tourism Asset District is designed to build virtuous cycle of protecting, preserving, and creating cultural
heritage assets, generate new district revenues from assets, including environmentally sensitive and
appropriate business opportunities, and to leverage those increases in revenue to strengthen those assets and
the connections amount assets. Such a district must involve a variety of stakeholders, including all those
depicted in the following diagram:
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For Jerusalem, the process of creating tourism asset districts includes creating clusters of tourism destinations
and strategies to link destinations and strengthen clusters within districts. An example of such linkages
designed to attract global visitors drawn to some of Jerusalem’s unique features is shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 4 Example of Tourism Cluster for the Jerusalem Region
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The benefits from tourism asset districts are several and they can appeal to a variety of stakeholder
groups. For example, for philanthropy, districts can result in larger, focused impacts, sustainable social
investments return based on invested funds and fees and provide a financial opportunity to support other
investors. For investors, districts can give market rate returns, cost effective scale, blend, or mitigate risk
through a portfolio of opportunities. For government, districts can expand capital sources, leverage public
investment, and increase returns on regional investment. And finally, for the tourism projects (such as
sites and programs), the districts can provide access to reliable, steady source of capital for new projects,
and create standards for investable projects. 13

Regional partnerships
Jerusalem is the center of a region. While the municipality has 820,000 residents, the region has 1.1
million. Outside of Jerusalem, the areas are governed by local and regional authorities.
One important strategic approach is for Jerusalem, and its regional neighborhoods, to focus or specialize in
various development types. This will allow regional neighbors to create partnership on joint projects,
including infrastructures, commercial and industry, tourism, and even residential development. Among
other direct benefits, the creation of regional partnerships allows joint marketing and development
approaches, rather than intra-regional competitions. It also cultivates a partnership culture where “if
anyone wins, everyone wins.”
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This strategic approach is a long-term strategy that requires regulatory guidance. The specifics financial
solutions associated with regional partnerships is explored further under the “Solutions” section of this
report, titled “Regional Tax Sharing.”

Mixed Use Development
An important shift in development planning has been the shift

Figure 5 Planned business space
development

to mixed-use development districts. Mixed use plans are fully
part of the planning in Jerusalem. This is evident in several of
the latest major plans, including the Pierre Koenig corridor
through Talpiot and the Gateway project at the city entrance.
These mixed-use plans create a mix of complementary uses
that drive traffic (commercial activity), create local residential
opportunities, and leverage commercial developments. The
mix of uses allow for adjustments to the market conditions
over time and mitigate some of the risk associated with largescale development.

Talpiot
The Talpiot project, which is undergoing planning now and
includes 1.6 million square meters of office, 461,000 square
meters of commercial, and 126,000 square meters of
residential, integrates a mix of uses and builds on the planned
transportation improvements through the corridor (see Transit-Oriented Development as a strategy above
and as a financing tool below). Though not yet final, the flexibility of a mixed-use plan is evident in the
current discussions about the Talpiot project, with an increased emphasis on residential development,
instead of office. While the move to residential development may respond to the current gap in
residential development for Jerusalem’s population, as discussed in the Lab, it will not help with the fiscal
conditions of the city.
With a phase-in on the development over a 10-year period at various rates of market uptake depending on
the uses, the combined uses will provide new real estate taxes estimated at NIS 297 million per year. With
discounts of 12 percent and collection losses at 15 percent, the net new real estate taxes will total an
estimated NIS 217 million per year by year 10.

City Entrance project
The development at the entrance of the city comprises 20 towers on 300 dunams, with 1.5 million square
meters of new office/commercial, 65,000 new residential apartments, 210,000 meters of hotels, and
another 95,000 square meters of ancillary commercial and service building. The project integrates a
variety of public buildings, including the National Insurance office, courts, and core transportation services
(including the central bus station and the train station). With full development planned over a period
more than 20 years, the project is expected to generate approximately NIS 194 million in annual real
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estate taxes. With discounts and collection losses, the expected net new real estate taxes by year 10 will
total an estimated NIS 159 million per year.14

Tools
Financial tools are needed to pursue any of these strategies. Some of the financing tools are available in
Jerusalem, and are deployed through special purpose authorities (e.g., EDEN and the Jerusalem
Development Authority). The discussion in the Lab identified several additional tools and financing
facilities which are necessary to consider. These tools are designed to strengthen Jerusalem’s position in
leveraging more funding to development projects, and often, new money for these projects, which, in
turn, creates more value for the municipality. These tools can also be used to lower the cost of financing
for projects resulting in affordability and feasibility, depending on the project and sector.

Bond Bank
The first tool to consider is a Jerusalem bond bank. Such a bond bank would allow Jerusalem to create
single or pooled bonds that would appeal to a wide variety of bond buyers. A bond program would create
debt pools for group of small projects or
single bonds for larger projects. The
bonds could be issued under existing
regulations and laws by the Jerusalem
Development Authority, requiring the
packaging and underwriting of eligible
projects. The bonds could also deploy
limited guarantees from the Government
or through a specially designated reserve
fund set up for this purpose. The benefits from a bond facility include allowing smaller projects to have
access to new and lower cost capital than is available at commercial banks, if at all. By creating and
branding a bond bank for Jerusalem, this would be a new investment opportunity for new investors.
Bond banks are a popular mechanism used by many countries, states, and regions throughout the world.
Projects include municipal projects, private-sector investment projects, and non-profit investments which
are an important part of Jerusalem’s investment landscape.

Guarantees
An important part of the creating new credit sources for investable projects in Jerusalem is a credit
enhancement to shift the risk from investors. A guarantee is a cost-effective way of lowering the credit
cost for projects, and for making projects financially feasible. Given Jerusalem’s financial condition, a
“government” guarantee is not helpful and would simply transfer any contingent obligation to the national
government. Another approach is to create an independent capital reserve fund, funded by development
projects, that can be used to extend partial and limited guarantees to projects, especially those projects
financed through a Jerusalem-based bond bank.
Guarantees could be limited to some portion of the project cost. For example, many guarantee programs
limit the guarantee to 20 percent of the investment. Further, since the capital is held in reserve, and is
paid contingently on losses (non-payment), it can generate a 5-7 X leverage of its capital. Also, the
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guarantee would charge a fee for the use of its credit power. The fees would range between .5-.75
percent of the current credit exposure.

Perpetual bonds
Among the types of bonds that can be issued by a Jerusalem-based bond issue are very long-term bonds,
known as perpetual bonds or “century” bonds. Generally, a “perpetual” bond is one with a maturity of
50-100 years. Effectively, the bond pays interest-only during its lifetime, lowering the cost to the
borrower, and providing a steady annuity to the bond buyer. Bonds are secured by the municipality and
guaranteed by the Government. The bonds are tradeable securities, allowing holders of the bonds to sell
them based on market prices, providing liquidity for the buyers and a competitive cost of capital to the
municipality. The key benefits of these bonds are that they lower the cost of capital to the municipality.
These extremely long bond terms can be structured on pooled bonds of known projects or prospective
projects anticipated over the near term. Typical projects can include long-term investments in city assets,
particularly with long useful life, such as parks, roads, transit, water and sewage, communications, and the
like. These bonds can also be used for cultural resources and even private activity projects usually with an
explicit public purchase. Bonds are highly liquid and may be bought and sold at competitive prices,
thereby returning principal. The bonds act financially like an equity investment, paying a rate of return
annually. What better fit for Jerusalem, the eternal city.
Perpetual bonds are very widely used in places with a long-term perspective, such as the old cities of
Europe. In 2014, Washington DC, another place with its sights on the long-term future, recently issued a
100-year bond to rebuild its water and sewer systems.15

Mini-bonds
Another variation on the theme of bonds is to institute a platform that allows for very small issuances –
often called mini-bonds.16 These small-denomination bonds for municipal projects allow the bonds to be
customized to fit a variety of specialized and geographically-based projects and programs – even by
neighborhoods. Successful mini-bond programs set up a mini-bond “desk” and register bond sales and
payments. 17 Alternatively, mini-bond programs contract out for the administration, sales, and service. 18
The advantages of the mini-bond approach are that it opens new sources of capital from new bond buyers who
are often residents. Further, the mini bonds allow for branding by neighborhood and specific communities,
enhancing the attractiveness of the bonds to bond buyers, with bond denominations as low as NIS 1000-5000.

In Denver, Colorado, Louis described the Better Denver Bond Program, allowing for branded bonds
generating community buy-in and excitement. With the buy-in of the community, Denver was able to
implement a modest tax increase ($50/year per home) solely to fund the community bond program.
Successful mini-bond programs allow for packaging or bundling multiple small projects that are important
to residents but often fall through the cracks in municipal priorities. Payments of the bonds are made
through the cities operating budget.
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TIF and special assessments
Tax increment financing (TIF) is a method of financing capital projects based on projected new taxes from
the development. The development produces new taxes, and the project pays for itself.
The critical first step in a tax increment financing is identifying the project that is going to produce the new
taxes, estimating the new taxes within a designated impact area, and segregating any current taxes from
the financing (allowing them to continue to flow to the municipality). This last step is key to the success of
TIFs because they don’t take any current income from the municipality, just new tax income. The new
taxes are usually used to support a bond issue which produces the funds needed to implement the project
(which creates the new taxes). The advantage of this approach is that it produces a way of self-financing
projects which are part of the long-term development strategy. Instead of waiting for funds from the
development budget, it allows the municipality to move ahead with projects that will eventually produce
the revenues needed to support the operating budget.
Closely related to tax increment financing, the municipality can benefit from creating special assessment
districts. These districts can levy an assessment on properties within the district who benefit from the
project itself, such as the creation of a park. Examples of these special assessments include Business
Improvement Districts, Transit-Oriented Development financings, and Tax Increment Financing (usually as
an added security to ensure there are sufficient revenues to pay the debt.)

Land equity participation
A good tool available to the municipality is the use of publicly land held or controlled by the city as equity
participation in a project. Land is one of the most expensive components of projects in Israel, and while it
is not the most “expensive city in the world,” Jerusalem land is no exception. Land cost can comprise over
30 percent of a total project cost, and sometimes even higher depending on the location. Municipalities
can “contribute” land under their control as a form of patient equity, payable either as an annuity or upon
sale or refinancing of the project. This method of participating in the capital structure for a project is
valuable in lowering the overall cost of capital for a project which can translate into affordability (for
housing), and feasibility (for commercial development). It also leverages under-utilized public properties
(community centers, daycares, schools, synagogues, ritual baths, etc.) to create new real estate tax
revenues and even returns on their “equity” when a project is sold or refinanced. The structure of the
“equity participation” may be in the form of patient “passive” equity that is paid back upon sale or
refinancing or more “active” equity that gets paid an annuity based on the market value of the land as a
part of the total project cost. In these partnerships, the projects can create new apartments and
commercial activities which will translate into new revenues and make projects possible that would
otherwise not be affordable.
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SOLUTIONS
Based on these best practices in new revenues and saving, as well as strategic approaches and needed
tools to accomplish strategies, we highlight key measures that could be implemented in Jerusalem.

New Revenues
The solutions for new municipal revenues fall into the following groups:
•

Create new assets - The municipality can add new assets to its tax base, adding additional
development rights, securing development land for development, and intensifying the
development on restricted areas, such as the Government compound in Givat Ram.

•

Leverage existing assets – The municipality can adjust its real estate tax system to capture
increases in value of property within the municipality, either by adding a new category of Arnona
or basing the property tax on the market value of the project. including registering and taxing
properties in East Jerusalem, Institutions, and building owners pay for city services based on a usebased fee, generating incremental operating revenues to the city.

•

Build regional partnerships - developing joint agreements with surrounding communities.
Jerusalem can charge visitors to the region fees based on use, services, and development and
improvements to the assets they visit. The municipality can charge existing development based
on the market value of existing and new development, including housing and commercial projects.
Properties can be taxed based on market value and new developments around “high value”
locations can be taxed based on the incremental value created by their location. The municipality
can enter partnerships with developers and service providers to jointly develop and implement
cost-saving technologies.

•

Leverage public assets - In additional, Jerusalem can partner with private companies who will
share the private financial benefits from private ownership, and operations. These include an
institution-based fee charged for public safety, street cleaning, garbage collection, and park
maintenance; the institutions fee is based on square meters of buildings owned by the
institutions; a fee for indirect development costs is charged to the new building owner based on
square meters of new development. This is important because Institutions, including government
and church-based organizations own about 40% of the property in Jerusalem, exempting it from
payment of normal property taxes. Property developers pay a one-time, development fee for
development-related expenditures, such as infrastructure.
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Figure 6 New revenue initiatives
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Create new assets
Land Banking
Land is the single asset that does not depreciate. Land is the cornerstone of any national strategy and any
city’s development, and within Jerusalem, it is key. Creation of a municipal land bank, into which all the
available land is “deposited” allows the municipality to lease the land for development and create a steady
stream of revenue. The land bank requires an innovative financial mechanism to accomplish this,
however. This question and approach were presented in the Lab and discussed among participants.

Figure 7 Schematic flow for land bank
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5% of earnings

50%
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manager

proceeds to city
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Source: Milken Innovation Center

Such a land bank would be “capitalized” by a transfer of government land to the municipality for housing
development. Like the transfer of land to the Jerusalem Development Authority in Jerusalem, and to the
local authorities for land for the IDF, and to the Ministry of Economy elsewhere for industrial and business
park development, this recognizes the role of the municipality in building a stronger tax base. This
approach includes the following steps:19
•
•
•
•

Transfer Government land to be sold for residential development to municipality
Each sale yields revenues to be shared between Government and municipality (or retained by the
city for development)
Proceeds from land sales for the municipality flow into a municipal land bank
Cumulative proceeds from municipal land bank are invested in long term, higher yield bonds
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•

Net annuity (annual yield and management and operation fees) from investments is distributed
annually to the municipality to cover municipal operating expenses

Figure 8 Projection of potential revenues from land banking proposal
Municipal Land Bank model
All currency in NIS
5%

Housing units
sold in City
from
Government
land

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2,826
3,116
3,272
3,436
3,607
3,788
3,977
4,176
4,385
4,604
37,186

2.50%

50%

Sales
revenues
Sales price
Cumulative
retained by
per unit
Total sales
sales
Government
(000)
revenues (000) revenues (000) (000)
450
473
485
497
509
522
535
548
562
576

1,271,880
1,473,236
1,585,571
1,706,471
1,836,589
1,976,629
2,127,347
2,289,557
2,464,136
2,652,026

1,271,880
2,745,116
4,330,687
6,037,158
7,873,747
9,850,376
11,977,722
14,267,279
16,731,415
19,383,441

635,940
1,372,558
2,165,344
3,018,579
3,936,873
4,925,188
5,988,861
7,133,640
8,365,707
9,691,721

3.7%

Distributions
to the
Municipal
Land Fund
(000)
635,940
1,372,558
2,165,344
3,018,579
3,936,873
4,925,188
5,988,861
7,133,640
8,365,707
9,691,721

Moderate
annual
investment
returns from
Municipal
Land Bank
(000)
23,530
50,741
80,065
111,625
145,599
182,168
221,528
263,890
309,482
358,551
1,747,179

5.00%
-25%
Expenses as
percent of
municipal
land bank
investment
Expenses (000) (000)
1,176
1,427
1,689
1,766
1,728
1,621
1,479
1,321
1,162
1,010
14,378

Available to
Municipal
Land Bank for
Municipal
operations
(000)

5.0%
2.8%
2.1%
1.6%
1.2%
0.9%
0.7%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
1.5%

22,353
49,314
78,376
109,859
143,871
180,547
220,049
262,569
308,320
357,541
1,732,801

The benefits from this approach include the following:

•
•
•
•
•

New sources of capital for the municipality to support operations
Municipal Land Bank funds are not reduced by distributions. Distributions from the Municipal
Land Bank are from the investment yield only.
Government shares in the proceeds from the sale of the property
Leverages municipal assets (municipal land) for the benefit of the municipality – where the
proceeds “stay in the city”
Opportunity to lower the cost of land for targeted projects to create affordable communities

Based on assumptions refined following the Lab, with land for 37,000 apartments sold over a 10-year
period, cumulative sales could reach NIS 19.4 billion, capitalizing the Municipal Land Bank with a perpetual
principal of NIS 9.7 billion and yielding an estimated NIS 358 million per year for municipal operations.
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Figure 9 Projected cumulative principal and distributions in municipal land bank

Cumulative proceeds distributed to the
Municipal Land Fund
Annual distributions from the MLF to
the city operating budget

Source: Milken Innovation Center
There are many examples of using municipal land sales to finance municipal expenditures, usually
infrastructure projects.20 These sales provide the basis for borrowing (using land sales to repay debt) or
direct investment (using the land sales proceeds to pay for current capital expenditures). Often, this
concept is part of an asset management strategy, where the municipality manages and leverages its assets
to create operating revenues to support the asset. However, this approach converts the asset into an
investment fund. Using the proceeds of land sales to create an annuity is an innovation.
The risks to this approach include land markets volatility, where the need for transactions may create or
encourage a land asset bubble, and investment market uncertainty, where investment returns will
fluctuate with the market.

Air rights leasing
Despite Jerusalem being the largest city in Israel in population and land area, it is not the most densely
developed city. Large, central portions of the city, such as the Jaffa and HaNeviim corridor are historically
significant and therefore the city limits the height and character buildings to preserve historic character
and features, some of which date back a century or more. Other areas, such as Baka, Old Katamon, and
Talpiot have low densities largely because of the type of construction and the market profiles of these
communities when they were built, usually in the 1960s and 1970s. As a general masterplan principle
adopted by the municipality, Jerusalem’s city planners have tried to limit the height of new buildings,
sometimes successfully, to maintain the contours of the hills in and around the city.
This has left open an opportunity for new development on top of existing development. These areas are
known as air rights, the development rights over existing buildings. These development rights are
valuable, giving new development area to owners and developers. The idea of air rights leasing is to grant
development rights over buildings and leasing those rights for income to the city. However, it does not
stop there. The air rights have a value because they can be converted to buildings that can be sold or
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leased. Since the city wants those areas to be developed, and not just lie dormant, like a vacant lot, it can
create an incentive to the owner to expand the building into the air rights by charging or leasing those air
rights when they area granted. The analogy is when a developer buys a vacant lot which is zoned for a
four-story apartment building, they are charged for the land initially. The investment in a building on the
land with building rights must be converted into a building to realize a return for the land purchase. The
developer has an incentive to build. The same is true with air rights – if charged for the air rights, the
owner will build, or sell to someone who will.
The steps in air rights leasing are straight-forward:
•
•
•
•

Create an overlay zoning district in targeted low-density, high value areas
Designate increases in density, permitted construction and occupant activities in designated
districts.
Secure approval for zoning overlay, building rights, and use plans.
Implement an air rights leasing fee (based on maximum permitted development rights), to be
replaced by Arnona once construction is completed.

Examples of air rights leasing are common. In the Lab, participants identified some key examples, such as
Chicago’s Prudential Tower, a signature building on the Chicago skyline built on the air rights over public
land used a railroad yard. In New York, where any new development must go up, air rights are a wellrecognized asset among real estate owners and developers. Since revisions to their zoning laws in 1961, it
allows the purchase of unused air rights by neighboring properties. With their historic preservation laws, it
allows for buildings under preservation restrictions can auction their unused air rights to unrestricted
property “across or down” the street. The auctioning of air rights is popular within New York’s theater
subdistrict, and Churches, landmarks, and public buildings are beginning to market their air rights to create
new income streams.21 In Providence, Rhode Island, an entrepreneur leased the air rights over a public
street to build and operate a private parking garage, creating a revenue stream to the city for 25 years.
Air rights are not new to Israel or Jerusalem either. In the Talpiot/Pierre Koenig corridor development
plan, the project plan grants 500% in construction rights on General Pierre Koenig Street, compared with
224% in the existing plan, meaning that the low buildings currently on the street will be replaced by 20storey buildings having commercial ground floors open to the street, underground parking lots, and
business space on the upper floors.
In the once popular TAMA 38 program throughout Israel, which allows developers to harvest the air rights
on existing buildings in exchange for improving the buildings resistance to earthquakes, the value of the air
rights which allow for a few more floors make the financial difference for a healthy return on investment in
high demand areas, such as Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.
For purposes of determining the impact of air rights leasing, we estimated an increase in air rights over
about 5.5 million square meters of mixed commercial development in key areas in Jerusalem, including the
Talpiot-Pierre Koenig corridor, portions of the Jaffa and HaNeviim corridor, the Emeq Refaim corridor in
Baka and the German Colony, and the Denya corridor in Bet HaKerem.
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Figure 10 Projection of revenues from air rights leasing

Share of
potential

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

20%
30%
50%
75%
80%
90%
95%
95%
95%
95%

Existing
building areas Air rights
(sm)
granted
291,579
437,368
728,947
1,093,421
1,166,315
1,312,105
1,384,999
1,384,999
1,384,999
1,384,999

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

New leasable Commercial
Commercial
area
area share
area
58,316
80%
46,653
87,474
80%
69,979
145,789
80%
116,632
218,684
80%
174,947
233,263
80%
186,610
262,421
80%
209,937
277,000
80%
221,600
277,000
80%
221,600
277,000
80%
221,600
277,000
80%
221,600

Commercial
area lease rate
per SM
198
199
199
200
200
201
201
202
202
203

Commercial
area
absorption
rate (in
market)
32%
33%
35%
36%
38%
40%
42%
44%
47%
49%

Estimated
annual air
rights lease
revenues
2,916,997
4,605,757
8,080,224
12,758,169
14,324,872
16,963,559
18,848,281
19,840,172
20,884,261
21,983,295

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.

A 20 percent increase in development will yield an estimated 1.1 million square meters, with
approximately 80 percent allocated for commercial development. With a gradual absorption of the air
rights in the market over 10 years, we applied a starting annual lease rate of NIS 198 per square meter.
The resulting estimated annual air rights lease revenues is expected to total NIS 21.9 million per year by
year 10.
The key benefits from this program include:
•
•
•

Creates a new source of ongoing revenues
Incentivizes commencement of construction to use the air rights for development (i.e., turn air
into productive real estate).
Air rights may be auctioned and traded by property owners and developers.

Land Leasing
Land leasing is another suggestion from the Lab discussion as an alternative to the land bank concept
described above. Land leasing is really the same thing done by the Israel Land Authority now, but it
involves having the municipality, as the owner of the land, and the beneficiary of the lease revenues. With
land leasing, the Israel Land Authority would transfer public land within the city to the municipality, so that
the municipality could lease the land for development. In this scheme, the city would retain its ownership
of the property, only leasing the land for private development.
The program includes the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Publicly owned lands will be transferred (either through long-term, no cost leases or fee-simple
transfer) to the Municipality.
The Municipality will have the rights to lease the lands to private users.
The revenues from the leases will be collected and retained by the Municipality.
A portion of the revenues may be used to secure a bond issue or other debt instrument to
support development.
The remaining revenues may be used to support operating expenses.
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The main example of how this approach is used is found in the way the Israel Land Authority retains
ownership of land but leases it out for development. In most instances, the ILA capitalizes the lease
payments for the land and takes a lump sum payment. It may also enter into a typical lease agreement
with the owners and collect lease payments over time.
Other examples of land leases are commonly found in redevelopment programs, where the city acquires
land for redevelopment and grants long-term leases the land to new users. Sometimes, in once distressed
communities, such as Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, the land is written down for the new users
to entice them to undertake the projects. In stronger areas, such as Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles,
the land is leased at market rates, yielding new income to the cities (and in some instances, their
development agencies). In few if any of these examples, however, while the long terms of the lease
convey the privileges of equitable ownership, leases are not subordinated to other financing. This means
that the cities do not give up their rights of ownership over the land, even in the event of a foreclosure of
the project by banks. This is an important consideration in Israel with the public policy of maintaining
public ownership of the land.
In our analysis of this initiative, we used the 2,100 dunams of land owned by the Israel Land Authority
within the Jerusalem municipal boundary, reported in 2017 by the ILA. With a 70/30 split of this land
allocated between commercial/residential development respectively, and 2020 market rates of NIS
650,000 and NIS 450,000 for commercial and residential uses respectively, we projected the absorption of
the land (9 years for commercial land, and 6 years for residential land).

Figure 11 Projected revenues from land leasing
Year

Commercial Commerical
Resdential
Residential Total land
Net land
Commercial land lease
Residential land lease
leasing
Land lease
leasing
land
cumulative revenues
land
cumulative
revenues
revenues
Losses
operating cost revenues
1
70.0
70
3,078,833
245
245
7,441,875 10,520,708
526,035
1,998,935
8,521,774
2
70.0
140
6,250,032
245
490
15,069,797 21,319,829
1,065,991
4,050,767 17,269,061
3
70.0
210
9,515,673
245
735
22,887,254 32,402,927
1,620,146
6,156,556 26,246,371
4
70.0
280
12,877,878
245
980
30,897,793 43,775,671
2,188,784
8,317,377 35,458,293
5
70.0
350
16,338,807
245
1,225
39,105,019 55,443,827
2,772,191
10,534,327 44,909,499
6
70.0
420
19,900,667
245
1,470
47,512,598 67,413,266
3,370,663
12,808,520 54,604,745
7
70.0
490
23,565,707
1,470
48,106,506 71,672,213
3,583,611
13,617,720 58,054,492
8
70.0
560
27,336,220
1,470
48,707,837 76,044,057
3,802,203
14,448,371 61,595,686
9
70.0
630
31,214,546
1,470
49,316,685 80,531,231
4,026,562
15,300,934 65,230,297
10
630
31,682,765
1,470
49,933,144 81,615,908
4,080,795
15,507,023 66,108,886

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.

By year 10, with estimated lease collection losses and operating costs of the land leasing program
(including collections, monitoring, reporting, and management), the total new net lease revenues are
projected to total NIS 66.1 million per year to the municipality. However, the land leasing approach is
mutually exclusive with the land banking solution described above, so the analysis is included, but the new
revenues are NOT counted towards the cumulative operating revenue solutions in this analysis.
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Leverage existing assets
Value-based property tax adjustment
Lab participants strongly recommended adjusting the approach to real estate taxes from a system that is
based on use-based tax rates per square meter to an approach that is based on the value of the property.
This is the biggest source of revenues to the municipalities in Israel. So, with the municipality’s activities of
creating amenities, services, and opportunities that lead to projects and properties with higher value, it is
logical to create a tax system that captures some of that incremental value. We evaluated two options
that move in this direction.
Given the sensitivity of non-residential activities to property taxes, we decided to not adjust those rates.
However, with the insensitivity of residential activity to prices, we recommend focusing a solution on this
sector.
The first path is to create another taxing tier or value band of Arnona for residential property based on the
existing system of a tax rate per square meters. Residential property taxes in Jerusalem are divided into
four categories summarized in Figure 11.22 We recommend creation of a fifth category for luxury districts
at NIS 190 per square meter.

Figure 12 Creation of a new category for real estate taxes
Building
Type
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
Apartment of more than 120 sq m
Apartment of up to 120 sq m
Apartment with external/joint lavatories
Apartment in building made of wood or tin
Luxury

Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
Zone D
116.65
106.00
67.97
41.62
96.66
77.53
50.54
41.62
65.97
57.68
41.62
41.62
40.40
41.62
41.62
41.62
190.00

Currently, these tax rates are applied by specific blocks, and in many cases, by lots. Each year, the
municipality adjusts the specified blocks and lots within each zone. These existing four classifications are
based broadly on the profile of the area (zone), and the condition of the building (building type). This is
applied to 227,962 dwellings, producing gross revenues of NIS 1.359 billion and NIS 886 million in
revenues.23 Using a simple methodology, we selected 18 neighborhoods with especially high average
value residential property profiles and applied the new Arnona category to all properties within these
neighborhoods. This included an estimated 15,872 dwellings. The total estimated net revenues collected
rose by NIS 164,668.
The second path is more complicated, but interesting and important to consider. A typical market valuebased tax system assesses each property based on last recorded sale, comparison with similar property, or
income potential for the property and uniformly taxes the property based on this assessment. As an
alternative, we propose a hybrid approach. Once the property value is assessed in a method described
above, this alternative property tax method involves creation of a graduated tax based on the market
value for residential properties. In our analysis, we estimated the market value of residential property by
neighborhood to give an idea of how it would affect revenues. By neighborhood, we imputed the market
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value based on the current gross Arnona charge by dwelling, estimated at .64 percent of market value.24
With an estimate of the market value of the average dwelling in each neighborhood, we applied a
graduated tax rate to the dwellings in each neighborhood to find the estimated gross housing tax
revenues.

Figure 13 The graduated tax rate on real estate based on market value

Tax rate

Graduate tax rate on market value by neighborhood
7.00%
6.00%
5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%

6.44%

Least valuable
properties pay
lowest real estate
tax as a percent of
their market value

Most valuable
properties pay the
highest real estate
tax as a percent of
their market value

4.03%
2.52%
1.57%

0.15%

-

0.38%

0.24%

500

0.98%

0.61%

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

Market value (000)

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.

With a proposed low tax rate of .15 percent of market value and a proposed high tax rate of 6.44 percent
of market value and a series of rates in between, we estimate gross revenues from residential properties
to rise to NIS 1.76 billion with net collection of NIS 1.19 billion, or NIS 303 million more than is currently
being collected. 25 Importantly, with this new system, an estimated 57,756 dwellings will be paying more
than they are currently payment, and 170,206 will be paying less.
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As shown in Figure 13, even with more property owners paying less real estate taxes, the net new real
estate taxes under either of the proposed approaches, market valuation and additional classification for
the most expensive properties, will increase.

Figure 14 Comparison of net collections from various real estate tax approaches
Current Arnona system
Classifications

4

Conditions of property
Dwellings
Gross revenues (000)

4
227,962
1,359,271

Net collected (000)

886,278

Market valuation system
Classifications - based on
8
market valuation
Graduated rates - low
0.15%
Graduated rate - high
6.44%
Gross revenues (000)
1,755,814
(estimated)
Net collected (000) (estimated) 1,189,727
Net increase
Dwellings paying less
Dwellings payment more

303,449
170,206
57,756

Adjusted Arnona system
Classifications

5

Additional class rate (per SM)
190
Dwellings in highest class
12,680
Gross revenues (000)
1,571,252
(estimated)
Net collected (000)
1,050,947
(estimated)
Net increase
164,668

Source: Milken Innovation Center

Over 10 years, these incremental revenue estimates are projected to grow by .25 percent in the Premium
Arnona method and by 1 percent annually in the Graduated fair market value method:
Finland and Italy combine the sales price and cost methods, estimating land at sales prices. Belgium uses
the income methods to calculate property value. The US uses all three methods, sales price, comparable,
and income. Poland uses a similar system to Israel – fiscal zoning using indicators such as size of plot,
relationship to infrastructure, etc. Denmark and Korea update property values annual. Portugal and
Turkey update the property values every three or four years. Several OECD countries that use a price or
construction index method have found distortions in assessment. Simplified methods such as value-bands
(like Israel’s) is used in the UK, which has eight value bands.26

Institution service fee
An institute service fee or tax can be implemented on tax-exempt institutions, which comprise a significant
share of Jerusalem’s properties. The combination of institutions (e.g. universities, schools, hospitals)
comprise 18 percent of the charge in real estate taxes, but only 7 percent of real estate tax receipts.27
The logic of an institution service fee is that the municipality must still maintain the infrastructure and the
services (emergency, cleaning, safety, etc.) to those properties, so it should be charging for those services.
Examples include Boston which imposes a service fee on tax-exempt organizations, New York which
charges a payment in lieu of taxes (PILOT) on non-profits with a focus on universities and hospitals, and
Hartford which charges a fee on tax-free properties with a focus on government buildings.
The benefits from an institution service fee are the institutions will remain exempt from official Arnona, its
will be a new income, and it will compensate for public services to those properties. The challenges from
this approach include the limited ability to pay for some exempt properties, particularly non-profits, and
the circular flow of government properties (to the government).
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Register all property
East Jerusalem comprises approximately 25 percent of all the land within the municipality. Based on a
study by the Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research in 2016, a significant portion of this land is not
registered in the municipal land use plans (TABA). Registration of this land is the first step for
development. Once registered, moderate estimates are that the land will support NIS 253 million in real
estate taxes, NIS 220 million in improvement taxes, NIS 33 million in development fees, and NIS 10 million
for the water corporation.28 Of these amounts, the NIS 253 million is a recurring revenue to support the
on-going operations budget over a 20-year period, of which it is projected that NIS 126.5 million will be
flowing by year 10.

Leverage Regional Assets
Tourism tax
Tourism is a key industry in Israel, and especially in the Jerusalem region. Jerusalem is a key destination to
international tourists in search of heritage and cultural attractions. Indeed, unlike other destination in
Israel which are recreation-based (such as hiking and the beach), Jerusalem is unique historically,
culturally, and religiously and therefore the demand by tourists does not respond to price. In a 2017

Figure 15 Projected tourist (international) hotel nights

Tourist hotel nights in Jerusalem (000)
6,000
5,000
4,000

3,330 3,170

Gaza

Covid 19

War

Pandemic

3,522
3,130 3,057 2,982

3,000

3,930

2,568 2,666

2,000
1,000
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Actual

Low projection

High projection

review of the tourism
Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.
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sector, we found that this lack of price sensitivity is common in major cultural tourist destinations in the
world, such as London, Paris, Rome, and New York. It is in these areas, as it could be in Jerusalem, that the
local governments may charge a tourism tax.
International tourism in Jerusalem reached a high point in 2019 with almost 1.2 million overnight tourists
generating almost 4 million hotel room nights and was expected to continue rising through 2020. A
substantial loss in tourism is expected in 2020 with the Covid 19 pandemic, and a gradual rise beginning in
2021 and a return to prior levels in 2022.
A tourism tax may take many forms, including a bed tax, a service charge based on expenditure, a taxi and
car rental tax, and a hotel room tax, but we are recommending a hotel room tax on a nightly basis for
international travelers. Following is a brief description of the rationale. A bed tax acts as a penalty for
larger families staying in a hotel. A service charge on purchases acts as a penalty for expenditures which
we want to encourage. A car rental tax will chase the business away from the city, leading to car rentals
outside of the city. A taxi tax will harm low margin operators and be difficult to collect. A room tax is a
relatively small share of the cost of a stay in a hotel, is like the program in many other destinations in
Europe and elsewhere, and is collected through a few, large establishments (hotels).
The steps to implement a hotel tax include:
•
•
•
•
•

Through national enabling legislation and local statute, establish a per night, flat hotel tax for
international visitors to be collected by the hotels.
Establish a separate real estate tax rate for hotel ballroom and meeting room space (comparable
to restaurant tax rate) to provide offset to hotels.
Create an enterprise fund to collect per night hotel tax.
Convene hotel industry committee to prioritize expenditures of tourism portion of budget.
Distribute portion of new revenues to Municipality for operating expenses.

Many destination cities in the world have implemented hotel taxes. Two examples include Ashville, North
Carolina which is a unique mountain destination with cultural, crafts, and unique music festivals. The hotel
tax not only pays for tourism promotion, but it also supports financing for a range of infrastructures in the
region. Rome is another example of a unique destination that charges a hotel tax. It has the highest hotel
tax among EU destinations, and it is an important source of revenues for the city’s budget.
With a NIS 30 per night hotel tax for international tourists, which is comparable with European hotel tax
rates, and with expected collection losses, we estimate approximately NIS 47 million in new revenues to
the Tourism Promotion Agency annually by year 10. In addition, we estimate approximately NIS 110
million annually in new revenues operations to the Municipality by year 10.
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Figure 16 Projected scenarios for hotel taxes

Room-night
Revenues Low
Low
projection
(000)

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

18,151
12,447
64,222
89,468
116,634
121,432
126,230
131,028
135,826
140,624

Room-night
Revenues High
High
projection
(000)

Operations, management,
collections, and reporting

22,991
15,766
81,348
113,327
147,736
153,813
159,891
165,968
172,046
178,123

272
187
963
1,342
1,750
1,821
1,893
1,965
2,037
2,109

345
236
1,220
1,700
2,216
2,307
2,398
2,490
2,581
2,672

Allocation to Allocation to
TPA
TPA
Low
High
projection
projection
(000)
(000)
5,364
3,678
18,978
26,438
34,465
35,883
37,301
38,719
40,136
41,554

Expected
(000)

6,794
4,659
24,038
33,488
43,656
45,452
47,248
49,044
50,840
52,635

6,079
4,169
21,508
29,963
39,061
40,667
42,274
43,881
45,488
47,095

Net hotel
tax
Net hotel tax Net hotel tax available
available for available for for
operating
operating
operating
budget
budget
budget
Low
High
projection
projection
Expected
(000)
(000)
(000)
12,515
8,582
44,281
61,688
80,419
83,727
87,035
90,344
93,652
96,960

15,852
10,871
56,090
78,139
101,864
106,054
110,245
114,435
118,626
122,816

14,184
9,727
50,186
69,914
91,141
94,891
98,640
102,389
106,139
109,888

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.

The benefits from a hotel tax include:
•
•
•
•

Creates new source of capital to support tourism activities. The concept of a hotel tax has support
in the tourism sector, especially if the implementation of the tax generates a new, sustainable
source of revenue to support regional tourism.
Taxes from international tourists who are exempt from VAT and willing to pay. International
travelers in Israel are exempt from paying the value-added tax (VAT), so they are already paying
17 percent less than Israeli tourists.
The tax is a small portion of the total cost of the hotel room expense.
Separating large meeting areas from hotel real estate taxes equalizes tax burden on hotels, and
the new taxes compensate for the lost revenues.

The risks from a hotel tax include:
•
•
•
•

The ability to collect the hotel tax
Adds to the “cost” of a visit to Jerusalem if it is not implemented regionally or nationally.
The global health crisis may restructure the global tourism patterns for years, so expectations of
revenues may be difficult to predict
The enabling legislation would permit other local and regional authorities to implement a similar
tax, which could increase the costs of tourism in those areas which may not be insensitive to price.

Hospitality tax
Short-term rental apartments have been a growing feature of the housing stock in the country. Starting as
“holiday” apartment, international owners would rent apartments for stays during the summer and during
the spring and fall holidays. This has left some apartment areas, especially close to tourist destinations like
the Old City, like “ghost” villages during much of the year. The rise in short-term rental management
companies has led to many of these apartments being filled with international tourists, especially with the
rise in tourism over the last decade.
This trend has taken off like a rocket with AirBNB, allowing many owners to convert their apartments into
profitable investments. Conversions of these apartments has been fast.29
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Figure 17 Projected AirBNB rentals in Jerusalem

AirBNB in Jerusalem
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Source: AirDNA, AirBNB, and Milken Innovation Center estimates

According to data from AirDNA, a data service which analyzes AirBNB trends, some neighborhoods have
seen their housing stock converted from long-term rentals to short term rentals. Jerusalem’s Rehavia
neighborhood, for example, had 11 percent of its long-term rental apartments converted to AirBNB
apartments by 2017. In 2018, that share rose to 26 percent. While the income from these apartments is
taxable, the Arnona (real estate tax) is based on residential rates, not hotel rates. This could lead to a
shortage in long-term rental apartments in the city and affect the occupancy rates of hotels who are
competing for those short-term tenants, and the potential loss of income to the city.
Based on experiences in other cities both in Israel and internationally, we propose a new local tax on these
short-term rentals. Specifically, we propose a hospitality tax on revenues from the use of a private home
for rentals of less than one year (short-term rentals). Following are the steps to implement this program:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a registry of hospitality facilities, homes available for short-term hospitality rental.
Enact national enabling legislation to permit a tax on short-term rentals and enact a local statute
to implement the program.
Establish a hospitality tax based on a flat, per night rate for all visitors to AirBnB and other shortterm rentals to be collected by the owner or manager of the short-term rentals.
Create an enterprise fund (separate account for collection and distribution) for all proceeds from
hospitality tax.
Distribute portion of new revenues to Municipality for operating support.

Based on a breakdown among the apartments between rooms (20 percent) and whole apartments (80
percent), according to AirDNA, we estimated the square meters of the short-term rentals. Using the
difference in the Arnona (real estate tax) rental rates for hotels and boarding establishments of less than
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2000 square meters and the residential Arnona rate, we calculated the incremental Arnona which
averages about 7 percent of the owner’s gross income from the short-term rentals.

Figure 18 Projected impact of hotel versus residential tax rates on AIRBNB owners

Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

AirBNB taxed
at the Hotels
and boarding
< 2K rate Arnona
revenues
24,561,719
27,085,937
32,780,197
37,284,673
2,130,980
1,434,205
3,179,643
9,309,003
19,010,548
38,391,202
66,553,006
74,983,659
79,911,523
84,839,386
89,767,250

AirBNB
taxed at a
mix of
Residential
Tiers 2&3
levels Arnona
revenues
17,565,577
19,370,798
23,443,110
26,664,534
1,523,993
1,025,687
2,273,956
6,657,433
13,595,597
27,455,880
47,596,096
53,625,369
57,149,583
60,673,798
64,198,012

Difference
between
hotel and
residential
Arnona rates
6,996,142
7,715,138
9,337,087
10,620,139
606,987
408,518
905,687
2,651,570
5,414,951
10,935,322
18,956,909
21,358,290
22,761,940
24,165,589
25,569,238

Percent of
estimated
income to
owners
15%
15%
14%
14%
1%
0%
1%
2%
4%
7%
11%
11%
11%
10%
10%

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate
The estimated net new Arnona from short-term rentals is estimated at NIS 19.3 million per year by year
10.
Parenthetically, with the proposed tourism tax on a nightly basis proposed elsewhere in this report, and
the need to ensure a level playing field with full hotels in the city, the annual new revenues from the
tourism tax from nightly stays in short-term rentals would yield at additional NIS 25.7 million.
The use of a tax on short-term rentals is in use in many areas already. AirBNB has facilitated over 400
agreements with local, state, territorial and national governments around the world to streamline and
facilitate tax collection for hosts, most of whom are sharing their homes for extra income and may not be
equipped for complex accounting processes. Voluntary Tax Collection agreements are in place in
jurisdictions in the US, Canada, Latin America and Europe. Other examples include:
•

Three French cities received tourist tax from Airbnb in 2019 are Paris (EUR 15.3M), Marseille (EUR
2.3M) and Nice (EUR 1.8M).
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•
•

Rome AirBNB hosts collect Euro 3.50 per person per night in a city lodging tax.
In the US, Airbnb collects tourist taxes on behalf of hosts in thousands of jurisdictions. In practical
terms, 72 percent of bookings made for Airbnb listings in the US are already covered by collection
and remittance of tourism or hotel taxes.

The use of a hospitality tax puts the short-term market on an equal footing with hotels. In addition to
generating new revenues from a new source, it brings revenues from outside the city. However, it will
lead to increased costs for handling/reporting by the hosts, and complications and costs for accounting
and management. With these complications, it may lead to a reduction in the conversions/offerings of
short-term rentals through companies such as AirBNB or the increase in new services (and fees to the
service provider) to short-term rental owners to handle this additional work. With the additional costs
imposed on short-term rentals, it may lead to visitors arranging their overnight stays outside of the city,
but this should be minimal given the desire to be within walking distance of destinations and services.

Congestion fee
The roads, bridges, boulevards, streets, and alleyways of Jerusalem are full. Car ownership on
Jerusalemites is at an all-time high.
Importantly, however, according to the 2017 Central Bureau of Statistics estimate, only 21 percent of the
Jerusalem workforce commutes to Jerusalem. While we do not have the traffic flows of commuters from
outside of Tel Aviv, or like most Capital cities, all approaches to the city are full. Transit improvements, and
new roads, tunnels, and alignment adjustments to Highway 1 are making dramatic investments. However,
the central rule of traffic planning still applies: the more roads you build, the more traffic you will have.
While it is a logistic and environmental challenge, this is also an opportunity to capture new income from
these drivers.
Lab participants recommended consideration of a commuter tax, or a graduated congestion fee paid by
drivers for bringing a vehicle into the city during periods of high congestion.
Following is a short description of how such a congestion tax could work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and designate periods of high congestion.
Establish graduated pricing mechanism
Register cars via electronic system [and here]
Restrict access to congested areas for unregistered cars (Flat fines); reward registration with lower
cost public transit pass
Record travel and collect fees
Use fees to maintain operations of system (monitoring system and public transit subsidy) and
municipal operations

Among the non-resident employees in the city, approximately 34 percent use public transit.30 We
estimate that another 20 percent will switch to public transit with the imposition of a congestion tax.
Accounting for some large exclusions, such as Government employees, and exemptions for high occupancy
cars as seen on similar systems, the net drivers liable for the congestion tax would total an estimated 47
thousand, or 38 percent of the non-resident commuters.
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We estimated the congestion fee into three categories, depending on the commuter volume of traffic on
the road:
NIS
32 per trip

High volume tax
Medium volume tax

Percent
70% share of drivers

18 per trip

20% share of drivers

4 per trip

10% share of drivers

Low volume tax

Similarly, we estimated the congestion fee into the same categories for non-employee consumer and
business trips:
NIS
32 per trip

High volume tax
Medium volume tax

Percent
10% share of drivers

18 per trip

25% share of drivers

4 per trip

65% share of drivers

Low volume tax

Based on annual escalations in volumes, but holding the fees constant, we estimated the gross income
from the congestion tax on commuters and non-employee consumer and business trips, expected losses,
net collections, an allocation to transit and park/ride solutions, and the possible net, new operating
income to the city:31

Figure 19 Projected gross and net income from congestion tax

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total gross
income from
congestion
tax from
consumers
and
commuters
418,729,047
432,433,158
439,455,461
446,593,815
453,850,175
461,226,529
468,724,901
476,347,347
484,095,962
491,972,874

Administration,
operations,
collections,
Net
marketing, etc. congestion tax Losses
25% 334,983,238
25% 345,946,526
25% 351,564,369
25% 357,275,052
25% 363,080,140
25% 368,981,223
25% 374,979,920
25% 381,077,878
25% 387,276,770
25% 393,578,299

20.0%
19.2%
18.8%
18.4%
18.1%
17.7%
17.4%
17.0%
16.7%
16.3%

Allocation to
Net
transit and
Net new
collections on park/ride
operating
congestion tax solutions
income to city
279,152,698
40% 199,394,784
290,204,119
41% 205,513,897
295,870,230
42% 208,613,274
301,631,917
42% 211,739,066
307,490,693
43% 214,891,167
313,448,101
44% 218,069,466
319,505,708
44% 221,273,847
325,665,111
45% 224,504,189
331,927,935
46% 227,760,367
338,295,834
46% 231,042,249

Source: Milken Innovation Center
The net new income that may be added to the operating budget for the municipality may total NIS 231
million in Year 10.
Lab participants shared many examples of congestion taxes. Here are few examples:
•

NYC - New York’s congestion pricing plan include fees on motorists both entering and leaving
midtown Manhattan, as well as variable rates linked to peak and off-peak hours to encourage
commuters to choose the least busy times to travel. Passengers in taxis and for-hire cars already
have to pay a congestion charge up to $2.75 (NIS 8.80) in Manhattan
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•

•

Paris region - Cities of over 100,000 residents would be permitted to charge cars €2.50 (about NIS
9.18) each time they enter a congestion-controlled zone; larger vehicles could be charged up to
€10 (NIS 36.79). For cities of 500,000 or more, that charge could rise to €5 (NIS 18.37), and up to
€20 NIS 73.40) for trucks.
London - London’s £11.50 (NIS 47.67) charge for cars to drive into the city core.

A congestion tax is based on choices by the user. It rewards a change in behavior, new revenues, and
improvements to transit and environmental conditions. At the same time, a congestion tax will take
money out of the pocket of drivers (and their employers) and may lead to company decisions to relocate
out of the city to avoid the fees. Success of the tax may lead to a change in driver behavior, which will
lower the revenues.
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Regional tax sharing
Jerusalem is not an island, though it sometimes seems that way. Located amidst the Judean hills, it rises
over 700 meters above the coast plain where most of the country’s population lives. Indeed, Jerusalem
comprises an area of approximately 126,100 dunams, and it is surrounded by small (and not so small) local
authorities, municipalities, and regional councils, totaling another 169,600 dunams.32 Jerusalem, however,
hosts 901,300 residents and is surrounded by another 589,740 residents.33
Jerusalem often finds itself in competition with surrounding communities for valuable commercial and
industry development. And, because of the cost of land and the complexity of development in the capital
city, it is at a disadvantage.
On the one hand, it can compete with these surrounding communities, using its political muscle. On the
other hand, it often loses because of the economics. One solution that came up in the discussion among
Lab participants is to eliminate the competition and work together as a single region.
The concept is to create a tax sharing district within the region to allow any development in any district to
pay revenues to all partners, regardless of the location of the development. Here’s how it could work:
•
•
•
•
•

Designate all real estate to be included within tax sharing district before development occurs
Establish base taxes (i.e., current taxes collected within the district) to be held harmless.
Each partner levies tax rates, according to their own policies.
Agree and calculate the sharing ratio, i.e., shares of development area, share of built area, share
of population, or share of workers, etc.
As development occurs, taxes are collected within the district and are distributed to each partner
according to the sharing ratio.

This method accommodates different building plans, densities, uses, and even tax rates among the
participants. For example, here is an example of three municipalities sharing a single regional district. The
examples of development are illustrated as follows:
Business Park area
Roads and services
Development area
Parcels size
Lot coverage
Set back
Building footprint
Floors
Building area
Mix
Commercial
Industrial
Services

Jerusalem
15 dunam
20%
12 dunam
12,000 square meters
50%
50%
3,000 square meters
6
18,000 square meters
square
Arnona
Arnona
Share
meters
rate
payment
30%
5,400
350
1,890,000
0%
105
70%
12,600
145
1,827,000

Mevasseret
25 dunam
20%
20 dunam
20,000 square meters
50%
50%
5,000 square meters
2
10,000 square meters
square
Arnona Arnona
Share
meters
rate
payment
20%
2,000
95
190,000
50%
5,000
75
375,000
30%
3,000
95
285,000

3,717,000

Maale Adumim
60 dunam
20%
48 dunam
48,000 square meters
50%
50%
12,000 square meters
1
12,000 square meters
Arnona Arnona
Share
square meters
rate
payment
20%
2,400
75
180,000
50%
6,000
55
330,000
30%
3,600
95
342,000

850,000

852,000

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.
The regional partnership generates an estimated NIS 5.4 million in tax revenues.
These developments in each of these communities varies based on the available land, the number of
stories in each building, the development area built, and the new Arnona to be generated. Importantly,
this scenario recognizes the practical reality that municipalities can focus on a sector, and share access to
other sectors. For example, Jerusalem, with its limited development land and complicated development
processes and constraints, may focus on commercial and services sectors, while leaving industrial and
distribution to other municipalities with more land and flexibility.
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Based on population, however, the adjustments to the distribution of the tax revenues would be as
follows:
Tax share scenario on the basis of population

Total development area
Municipality A
Municipality B
Municipality C

963,570
901,300
24,450
37,820

Prorata share
Prorata share
in tax district
in tax
area
Tax revenues revenues
94%
3,717,000
69%
3%
850,000
16%
4%
852,000
16%
100%
5,419,000
100%

Distribution
of tax
revenues
based on
share in
district area
5,068,801
137,504
212,695

Gain/(loss)
from
participation
in tax sharing
district
1,351,801
(712,496)
(639,305)
-

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.

Jerusalem, with 94 percent of the region’s population would gain an additional NIS 1.35 million in tax
revenues. At the same time, the regional partners would be giving this much revenue up. In exchange for
giving up these revenues, the regional partners would be part of a larger, long-term program of economic
development, sharing in the benefits of a regional/national/international marketing strategy that makes
larger, high value projects possible.
Regional tax sharing is a common tool. Examples include:
•
•

•
•

Minneapolis/St. Paul - The "Twin Cities Fiscal Disparities Program" program is the best example of
regional tax sharing. As of 1971, the program is charging 40% of its income from commercial and
industrial taxes and divides the revenues based on the population.
Meadowlands, NJ – Since 1970, the New Jersey Meadowlands Committee manages a tax-based
partnership program. The program generates 40% of its revenue from land sale in 14 authorities
in Bergen and Woodson. The Committee is responsible for planning and development throughout
the area.
Spain - In the autonomous regions of Spain (Comunidades Autonomas), sales revenues are
allocated to areas by the central government according to consumption dimension.
Switzerland - Each canton (Swiss Federation states) receives up to 17% of the federal income
based on the revenues created within the region and up to 13% in addition to the income tax in
relation to the fiscal capability of the canton. These two arrangements are classified as grants.
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The benefits of this program are that it enables a coordinated economic development strategy among
municipalities in region, aligns interests in development everywhere, shares new income among partners
based on rational basis, and allows municipalities to leverage their assets and strengths in particular
sectors. The major challenge is the disparity of tax rates across the region will require some balancing or
equalization to eliminate “free riders.” Given these challenges, Stephen Goldsmith suggested that this
approach would be most appropriate and possible around specific projects with regional significance and
impact, rather than as a general program for all development.

Leverage Public Assets
Sell city hall
The municipality owns an estimated 885,000 square meters of buildings.34 As a public entity, it cannot
take advantage of ownership that would normally accrue to private entity. Just as many public bodies
engage in Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) strategies for the development of public assets (such as
garages, water treatment, garbage transfer, etc.), it could do the same for many of its own buildings.35
Cities through the world have considered and are carrying out this type of revenue strategy, including New
York, Boston, Ottawa, and the UK.
For example, the city could transfer ownership of city assets with a long useful life to private ownership in
exchange for payments or credits for a portion of the depreciation. Depreciation is useful to private
owners with taxable income because it can be used to lower the private owner’s corporate tax liability.
The public assets, including buildings and infrastructures could be sold (or leased for a very long-term36) to
private owners with taxable income. The sale or lease is based on a portion of the value of the
depreciation of the assets. The Private owners will lease the buildings back to the public in exchange for
the depreciation rights. At the end of the useful life of the asset, when all the depreciation has been used,
the asset would be transferred back to the city.
At an estimated value of NIS 9500 per square meter and a weighted average of useful life of these assets
estimated at 15 years, the projected depreciation would grow to a total of about NIS 147 million per year.
With an estimated 5 percent “cost” of the structuring the sale of the depreciation, the estimated payment
to the city for these ownership rights would grow to an estimated NIS 14.6 million per year.37

Figure 20 Projected revenues from the sale of depreciation rights

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cumulative
Public
public
Estimated value of Available
buildings
assets sold Valuation public assets (NIS) depreciation from Cost of sale of Net value of
(sm)
(SM)
(NIS)
at time of sale
public assets
depreciation depreciation
44,250
44,250
9,643
426,680,625
28,445,375
1,422,269
27,023,106
44,250
88,500
9,787
433,080,834
57,317,431
2,865,872
54,451,559
44,250
132,750
9,934
439,577,047
86,622,567
4,331,128
82,291,439
44,250
177,000
10,083
446,170,703
116,367,281
5,818,364
110,548,917
44,250
221,250
10,234
452,863,263
146,558,165
7,327,908
139,230,257
221,250
10,388
146,558,165
146,558,165

Payment to
city for
ownership
benefit
2,702,311
5,445,156
8,229,144
11,054,892
13,923,026
14,655,816

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.
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The benefits of this approach include placing the economic value of the assets with users who can benefit
and it in turn creates an income source for the municipality from under-leveraged assets. It may also be a
useful strategy to facility private improvements (and private financing) of public assets that would
otherwise not be affordable.38
The costs or problems with this approach are that it ties up the control and flexibility of public assets, it
may be complicated with changes in ownership of the buyers.

Public notice spaces
One of the strategies highlighted in the Lab is the use of electronic “notices” on public spaces in Chicago.
These electronic bulletin boards provide a rental opportunity of a public “wall” to provide public and
private notices about events, activities, offerings, etc. This program converts these existing notice board
spaces to electronic panels, selling short-term advertising, and community information exchange, including
public notices.
An example of this is found in Chicago. The municipality
leased the rights to JCDecaux – to operate 150 street signs
on bus stops for a period of 20 years. In the agreement, the
company has pledged to upgrade to install, hold, and clean
the stations during the agreement period. In addition, the
company has installed digital advertising signs on the
streets of the city and operates a public communication
system for the purposes of community relations between
the municipality and the residents and a communication system in emergency times.
The benefits of this program are that it converts public spaces into a potential income source, it provides
an efficient method of public notices and updates, and it creates a commercial opportunity to outsource
installation and serving of this public asset. Other cities have added functionality to these locations,
including old phone booths, which have added power supply for recharging phones and laptops, and
Internet connectivity, licensing these services to a phone company.39
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Public ROW leasing
One of the unique assets owned and controlled by the municipality is the
street curb and rights of way. Stephen Goldsmith, director of Harvard’s
Innovations in American Government Program, described at the Lab that
this is one of the most overlooked, and profitable assets in the city.
The idea is simple. Vendors can lease spaces on public sidewalks and curbs
for commercial operations. These services can be retail kiosks, tourism
services, transportation services, and even entertainment venues.
The steps are straight-forward:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designate public, high value rights of way for private commercial
activities.
Identify appropriate private activities for use in rights of way, in
conjunction with neighbors and business along rights of way
Create short term lease with terms for activity, uses, noise, payments, security, etc.
Market short-term leases to potential private users, perhaps through lottery or auction
Collect revenues from short term leases.
Use portion of revenues to monitor leases and maintain Rights of Way.

These types of activities complement neighborhood business district activities. In fact, these private kiosks
and operators are often an important and additional source of revenues within Business Improvement
Districts, described in the Best Practices section of this report. They often offer complementary uses for
the neighborhood, create new revenues sources in an organic and constructive way, and maintain rightsof-way and compliance with adjacent business neighbors.
Here is a projection of these estimates:

Year

Spaces
Area for Gross rental
Net rental
for rent rent
area
Vacancy area
1
250
2,250
992,250
99,225
893,025
2
289
2,600
1,204,002 120,400 1,083,602
3
311
2,795
1,359,018 135,902 1,223,116
4
334
3,005
1,533,991 153,399 1,380,592
5
359
3,230
1,731,493 173,149 1,558,343
6
386
3,472
1,954,422 195,442 1,758,980
7
415
3,733
2,206,054 220,605 1,985,449
8
446
4,013
2,490,084 249,008 2,241,075
9
479
4,314
2,810,682 281,068 2,529,614
10
515
4,637
3,172,557 317,256 2,855,301

Marketing,
operating and
management
expenses
178,605
216,720
244,623
276,118
311,669
351,796
397,090
448,215
505,923
571,060

Net
Operating
Income
from ROW
Rentals
714,420
866,882
978,493
1,104,474
1,246,675
1,407,184
1,588,359
1,792,860
2,023,691
2,284,241

Source: Milken Innovation Center

We estimated potential revenue with a start-up of approximately 250 kiosks around the city at an average
size of 9 square meters starting at a rent of NIS 420 per square meter per year. With growth of the stock,
and escalation of the prices, expected losses, and setting aside about 20 percent of the gross revenues for
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marketing and operations, we estimate that the city will net NIS 2.3 million per year for its operating
budget.

Lower Costs
A logical way to increase revenues, of course, is to lower the expense of the municipality. As Lab
participants pointed out, any savings is net new revenues. The categories of lowering expenses fall into
three main buckets: improving services (and lowering costs), spending less, and losing less.

Managed competition
One of the core problems facing local government is the overwhelming obstacle of routine. During the Lab
discussion, the idea of managed competition was introduced as it had been implemented successfully in
Indianapolis, Chicago, and New York by Lab participants. Managed competition opens bidding for public
services to public and private competition to provide the service.
Examples include:
•

Chicago - City construction workers competed with private contractors to bid on project to change
from single, eight-hour shift to pour sidewalks to 10-hour shifts (four day weeks) to allow them to
pour two loads per day – 60 percent increase in productivity and no additional variable costs (fuel,
equipment, etc.) – saves $40 million per year in city construction alone.

•

Phoenix – City trash haulers had to compete with private haulers in zone bidding, allowing the
possibilities for multiple successful competitors on portions of the total service. When they lost
the business in zones to private operators, they adopted new practices and invested in new
equipment, flexibility in wages, and working conditions.

•

Indianapolis – Among 80 examples of managed competition, the city put its fleet services up for
bid, allowing them to expand their services to other quasi-governmental entities.

•

Edmonton – Introduced a school voucher system, allowing private schools to compete with public
schools. The public schools improved so much that most private schools left the market.

This process identifies discrete public services or projects, such as construction, waste collection,
education, landscaping, maintenance, and other areas. The city creates metrics for performance and
expected outcomes (based on success), including baseline conditions, expenditures, and direct and
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indirect costs. The city prepares a tender for provision of the services, allowing the city department itself
to compete in the tender. The city then awards contracts with performance requirements and terms
based on the successful bids, allowing the city to continue to compete to “win back” the business.
This innovation allows for competition and innovation among city departments in the marketplace. It can
also lower the operating costs for municipal operations.

Innovation Loans
Lois Scott of Epoch Advisors and formerly the CFO of the City of Chicago reported at the Lab about how
Chicago created a way to incentivize departments to innovate. She argued that there was not point “doing
the same thing over and over and expecting a different outcome,” so she asked department managers and
staff to think differently about their jobs and determine what could be done differently to save money,
improve services, and make more money for the city. She described how the city pursued a strategy of
“relentless innovation.”
This is how the Innovation Loan Fund works:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 21 Innovation Loan Fund Process

Municipality issues an annual tender for
proposals from municipal departments
or bureaus or individual programs
Municipal teams develop loan proposals,
including a plan of action and a
projection of financial impacts
Municipality issues an Innovation loan to
the team
Team implements project and monitors
the financial and program impacts.
Loan is repaid from cost savings.
A share of the cost savings is supplied to the team for reinvestment in team-sponsored projects.

Chicago implemented Innovation Loans to departments for innovative and entrepreneurial projects to
improve services to residents, lower costs, or increase municipal revenues. Chicago’s Innovation Loan
Fund - In January 2012, The Innovation Loan Fund (ILF) consisted of US$20 million to be invested in
innovative and entrepreneurial projects in the city. In the first budget cycle, a dozen ideas were given
serious consideration and four received funding, principally IT projects.
•
•
•
•

A centralized system for making web payments to the city.
A $900,000 loan to the Departments of Public Health, Consumer Protection and Business Affairs
to support a new effort to reduce the black-market sale of cigarettes.
A system which “creates an online Google map of all current private benefit signs and uses [such
as valet parking or taxicab stand signs], and then links the signs to the private entity that should be
paying for it”.
An automated system for scheduling building inspections.

Based on this model, we selected 37 potentially eligible budgeted activities in nine departments totaling
NIS 2.23 billion in non-wage activities from the 2015 operating budget.
We estimated lending 40 loans totaling NIS 10 million over 10 years. With an average savings achieved of
4 percent per project and a 1 in 12 success rate (8 percent) at the beginning of the program among the
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projects, and repayment of the loans to the program, the municipal will realize an annual savings of NIS
9.45 million per year by year 10.

Spend less
Cooperative Procurement
A municipality can join with others to combine their buying power, and potentially to lower prices.
Working cooperatively with other local governments, municipalities combine their requirements into a
single contract to aggregate the volume and increase their competitiveness for a lower price overall.
A lead municipality will lead the process, allowing other municipalities to enjoy the volume discount and
improved service benefits of the single, large purchase. Through this cooperative approach, the
municipality can negotiate lower prices and reduce time spent on procurement and contracting. In
addition to commodities, municipalities may also see group purchases on services, including contracting
and financing.
Examples of cooperative procurement include:
•

Denton County, Texas, has received “deep discounts on tech products” through the state of
Texas’s cooperative program, and several procurement experts expressed optimism about
cooperatives’ ability to grow into providing services on top of their technology product offerings.

•

Tucson, Arizona – Regional cooperatives substantially reduce administrative costs associated with
the creation and awarding of government contracts, including the purchase of office supplies, IT
supplies, janitorial supplies.

•

The 20 cities in San Mateo County (the Cities) spent $425 million and the County of San Mateo
(the County) $300 million on goods and services in FY 2015-16, for an estimated total in
purchasing of $725 million. 12 The Cities and the County could spend millions less – without
increasing costs – by increasing the use of “piggyback” contracts and cooperative purchasing
agreements. The Cities and the County could save the most money, an estimated annual savings
between 5 and 15 percent, through cooperatively purchasing goods and services with the
County’s Procurement Division for a total annual savings between $35 million and $108 million.

An illustration of how such a cooperative procurement could work for Jerusalem, includes a 5 -15 percent
savings on their overall procurement budget of about NIS 4.7-5.6 million, about NIS 700,000 per year.

Save energy
A universal method of lower costs for all organizations is to lower the energy cost. There are many
methods including retrofitting buildings with better insulation, shading, and lower cost electrical devices,
including lights and energy-efficient chillers. Many of these activities are already underway by the
municipality, following the example of leading cities, including San Francisco, New York, Boston, and many
cities through Europe. More could be done.

Figure 22 Selected examples and cost elements of energy-saving items
Lighting
•
•
•

Energy consumption by energy efficient
lights
Energy cost savings per light
Number of lights in existing buildings (2meter centers)

Chillers
• Energy use of existing chillers
• Energy use of energy efficient chillers
• Capital and installation cost of
conversions
• Financing cost of conversions
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•
•
•
•
•

Number of lights in existing buildings at 5meter centers
Reduction in the number of lights
Reduction in the cost of electricity
Cost of conversion and replacement per light
(Incandescent/Fluorescent to LEDs)
Capital cost for the conversion
Financing cost per light

•
Source: Milken Innovation Center

In an estimate of the costs savings from incandescent and fluorescent to LED lighting, with approximately
810,000 square meters of space at an estimated operating cost of NIS 30 per square meter, the savings
could reach 90 percent, even accounting for the conversion costs. Including the costs of conversion over a
10-year period and the borrowing cost of the conversion, including principal and interest payments, the
net savings could reach over NIS 32 million.

Lose less
Lower tax discounts
Jerusalem offers a variety of discounts and exemptions on real estate taxes to its residents. The municipal
exempts properties or offer a reduced real estate tax rates based on the age of the residents, and numbers
of children or the religious or public activity within the location. In fact, according to the municipality in
2015, exemptions account for 26 percent of the municipality’s real estate tax collections. The rate is high
in relative and absolute terms. The national average is 10 percent exempt. For the Forum 15 local
authorities, the exempt rate is 9 percent of its tax base.
These property tax exemptions have been climbing with the aging population and the growth of families.

Figure 23 Property tax exemptions in Jerusalem

Property Tax Exemptions (NIS Millions)

498

531

456

477

2010

2011

2012

2013

571

602

617

636

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: Municipality of Jerusalem

These exemptions are set by national policy and are driven by the aging population, the high concentration
of religious institutions, and the high concentration of non-profits and public activities. Jerusalem should
work with the Ministries of Finance and Interior and should evaluate its exemptions and discount policy
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and prioritize which exemptions to keep and which to adjust, and then pursue national law changes to
permit these adjustments.

Improve Collections
Collection rates on real estate taxes vary throughout the city from 50 percent to 95 percent. For
residential real estate taxes on 211,796 dwellings in 2014, for example, the city charges NIS 1.173 billion.
Of this amount 26%, or NIS 309 million is not collected through exemptions, and NIS 762.8 million is
collected.40 The balance, or NIS 100 million is registered as “debt,” which translates into either delinquent
or uncollected revenues.
A large share of the outstanding balance is concentrated in ultra-religious and Arab neighborhoods,
making it difficult to enforce collections. However, the city could focus its efforts to collect, reducing the
losses by even a few percentage points. Each percent translates into NIS 1.13 million per year.
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Putting it all together
We have estimated the net new fiscal impacts of each of these solutions and summarize it in the following
figure. Each solution is grouped by the activity. Taken together, these solutions create about NIS 1.5 billion
in net new income to the municipality, exceeding the projected goal of NIS 1 billion annually. The following
figure summarizes each of the solutions into the groups described in the solutions sectors of this Lab
Report and describes the relative contribution of each solution group over a 10-year period.41

Figure 24 10-year estimated fiscal impact by each solution group
10 Year Estimated Fiscal Impact

Leverage
regional
assets
14%

Leverage
public assets
6%
Improve
services
3%
Spend less
3%

Leverage
existing assets
30%

New
development
20%
Create new
assets
24%

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.

The following figure summarizes the incremental fiscal climb with each solution group. The goal is to
exceed the NIS 1 billion deficit threshold.

Figure 25 Annual fiscal impact of each solution group (in Year 10)
Year 10 - Estimated revenues , savings, and new money
1,600,000
375,554

1,400,000
1,200,000
Thousands

178,976
74,799

1,000,000
800,000

33,133

32,291

295,332

600,000
400,000

379,524

200,000
0
Create new
assets

Leverage
existing assets

Leverage
Leverage public Improve services
regional assets
assets

New Revenues

Spend less

New
development

Lower costs

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.
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And finally, the following table show the estimated balance between revenues and expenses in the
municipal operating budget, project until the balance achieves balance on its own in 2030.

Figure 26 Municipal operating budget balance WITH solutions implemented

Jerusalem operating budget with selected initiatives
10,000,000
9,645,386
9,610,649
9,000,000

8,000,000

NIS (000)

6,490,000

7,000,000

6,000,000

5,000,000

4,000,000

Pre-grants

Grants

Begin grant
phaseouts

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

3,000,000

New Revenue initiatives

Expenses

Revenues (City only)

Expenses (projected)

New revenues (projected)

Adjusted revenues with supplemental grant

Source: Milken Innovation Center estimate.
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ROADMAP
Next Steps
Each of these strategies, tools, and solutions will require action led by a champion and coordinated among
stakeholders to accomplish the following activities. These steps must be taken:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify actors, champions, and policy entrepreneurs
Convene stakeholders for each strategy, tool, and revenue/cost savings initiative
Determine priorities
Map steps needed to implement
Identify legislative and regulatory processes for each priority

The following table begins to map out the stakeholders, capacity, and key policy actions needed for the
strategies, tools, and solutions.
Strategies/ tools/
solution
STRATEGIES
Innovation districts

Transit-oriented
development
Business
Improvement
Districts
Tourism Asset
Districts

Regional
Partnerships

Mixed-used
development

Key stakeholders

Capacity or authority

Policy actions needed/
leadership

• Universities, cultural
institutions,
philanthropy, anchor
businesses
• Property owners
• Government and
transit developers
• Property owners
• Businesses
• Business district
management
• Tourism Promotion
organizations
• Hotel associations
• Destination operators

• Jerusalem
Development
Authority/EDEN
• PPP
• JDA/Eden
• PPP

• Infrastructure
development
• Allocate land

• Regional authorities,
local authorities, and
cities in the region
• Business center and
industry park
owners/operators
• Developers
• Residents
• Businesses

• Municipalities
• Interior/Finance

• Tax sharing legislation

• JDA/Eden
• Interior/Building and
Construction

• Land use plans and
permits
• Zoning permits

• JDA/Eden
• Business district
managers
• SPV/PPP
• JDA
• Ministry of Jerusalem
and Heritage
• Finance/Interior
• SPV/PPP

• Transit-based benefit
tax
• Interior
• Benefit-based
assessment tax or fee
• Interior
• Int’l visitors tax or fees
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TOOLS
Bond Bank

Guarantees

Key stakeholders

Capacity or authority

• Municipality
• Finance/Israel
Securities
Authority/Capital
Markets Authority
• Municipality
• Finance/Interior

• JDA permitted

Perpetual Bonds

• Municipality
• Finance/Interior

Mini-Bonds

• Municipality
• Finance/Interior
• Community Councils

Tax Increment
Financing

• Municipality
• Finance/Interior

Land equity
participation

•
•
•
•

Municipality
Community Councils
Project developers
Israel Land Authority

• Municipal organization
to underwrite and
manage
• Municipal organization
to underwrite and
manage
• Rating agency
• Municipal organization
to underwrite and
manage
• Rating agency
• Municipal organization
to underwrite and
manage
• Permitted

Policy actions needed/
leadership
• SPV or platform

• Contracted manager

• Contracted manager

• Contracted manager

• Permission to pledge
future real estate
taxes
• Permitted
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FISCAL SOLUTIONS
Land banking
Air rights leasing
Land leasing
Value-based
property taxes
Institution service
fees
Register all
properties
Tourism tax

Key stakeholders
• Property owners
• Israel Land Authority
• Finance/Interior
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property owners
Community councils
Interior/Finance
Institutions
Interior/Finance
Municipality
Property owners
Interior
Tourism promotion and
marketing organizations
Hotels and AirBNB owners
Community Councils
Tourism asset managers
Business
Residents
Regional governing bodies
Transportation/Finance/
Interior
Regional authorities, local
authorities, and cities in the
region
Business center and industry
park owners/operators
Municipality
Finance
Investors
Municipality
Finance
Investors
Community Councils

•
•
•
•

Municipality
Departments
Interior
Environmental Protection

Congestion fee

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional tax sharing

•

Hospitality tax

•
Selling city hall

Public notice board
rentals
Public Rights of Way
leasing
Managed
competition
Innovation loans
Cooperative
procurement
Saving energy
Lower tax discounts
Improving
collections

• Municipality
• Interior/Finance
• Shikun/ Social Equality and
Pensioners

Capacity or
authority

Policy actions needed/
leadership

• JDA

• Legislation and
regulation needed

• Municipality

• Real estate tax
legislation and regulation
adjustments
• New fee

• Municipality
• Municipality

• Tourism
PPP/SPV
platform

• New mapping and
registration
• New taxes and fees
(revisions to VAT
exemptions for
international travelers)

• SPV/PPP

• New tax /fee
authorization

• Municipalities
• Interior/Finance

• Tax sharing legislation

• SPV/PPP

• Tax law adjustments

• SPV/PPP

• Easements

• Municipality

• Public tender law

• Municipality
• Community
Councils

• Change eligibility for
exemptions
• Increase legal actions on
real estate tax debts
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With this analysis of the solutions, we mapped on the following figure the solutions by ease of regulatory
change, acceptance of the market, and the scale of the annual impact of each solution.

Figure 27 Mapping of solutions
Solutions - Regulatory Change X Market Acceptance X Fiscal Impact

City
Entrance
project

<=== harder === Regulatory Change === easier ===>

Revenue
participation

Move
government
offices

Innovation loans
Public ROW
leasing

Arnona
Hotel
Night
tax

Commuter
head
tax

Cooperative
Procurement

Lower
energy use

Register all
property

Hospitality
Institution
(AirBnB)
Hospitality Service tax
night tax
(AirBnB)

These solutions are the
easiest to implement
from a regulatory
perspective, and from
a market acceptance
perspective

Talpiot
project

Premium
Arnona
(5th Tier)
Congestion
tax

Regional
Partnership

Air
rights

Land
leasing

Public Bldg
Sale/Lease

Land
Bank

Graduated
FMV

<=== harder==== Market Acceptance === easier ===>
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CONCLUSION
By consulting with experts and bringing the key stakeholders and leaders into the Lab, we have combined a
clear-eyed vision about what will make Jerusalem fiscally and economically sound. With this Lab report,
we have described the relevant elements of a development strategy and the tools needed to implement
that strategy. For today and into the future, we are proposing solutions about how to leverage the city’s
assets, build new assets, and improve management that will build a financial bridge to the future.
Jerusalem can move from crisis budgeting and deficit financing its operations with the constant and
substantial aid of the Government to a more self-sufficient budgeting, management, and growth position.
Most of these tools needed to implement strategies, and the specific fiscal and programmatic solutions
will require close coordination of the Government to build a stable, sustainable city for the future.
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Yuval Admon
National Economic Council

Ran Ichay
Ministry of Jerusalem Affairs and Heritage

Sharone April
JLM I-Team (Bloomberg(

Nitsan Karsenty
Jerusalem Municipality

Yair Assaf-Shapira
Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research

Israel (Lulik) Kimhi
Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research

Edith Bar
Ministry of the Interior - Local Authorities
Administration

Sivan Lehavi
Ministry of the Interior - Local Authorities
Administration

Leor Bar-Dor
Eden Jerusalem Economic Development Company

Ryan Macks
Milken Innovation Center

Udi Ben-Dror
Jerusalem Development Authority

Ilanit Melchior
Jerusalem Development Authority

David Ben-Shushan
Ministry of the Interior

Itzik Ozer
Jerusalem Development Authority

Sarit Bensimhon-Peleg
J
Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research

Avner Saadon
Jerusalem Municipality

Jeremy Bentley
Citi Israel

Lois Scott
Epoch Advisors

David Blumberg
National Library of Israel

Lior Schillat
Jerusalem Institute for Policy Research

Neri Bukspan
Ernst & Young

Lior Shabo
JLM I-Team (Bloomberg(

Etan Cohen
Ministry of the Interior

Hillel Shachar
Eden Jerusalem Economic Development Company

Michael Colton
Lamont Financial Services

Michal Shalem
Jerusalem Municipality

David Denker
Milken Innovation Center

Dafna Shemer
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Appendix 2 – Fiscal Impacts of each solution
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